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Singer-songwriter, Folk, Americana

“There’s a great soulful feel to River Child’s
music” - Baylen Leonard / Amazing Radio
With a name inspired by a Jimi Hendrix
album lying around his room, Hertfordshire
born singer-songwriter River Child releases
his Lone City Lights EP this spring - A fourtrack release that showcases his distinctive
vocal style with its rich timbre and selfassured melodies.
Having
already
gained support from
Amazing
Radio’s
Baylen
Leonard
having
performed
live on his show The
Front Porch, the
new EP represents
River Child’s story
so far which looks set to win him new
audiences in 2015.
Title track Lone City Nights was inspired
after a chance meeting with a homeless girl,
which sparked a level of empathy and
reflection on how he might have coped in the
same situation. Second track Start Over
Again focuses on renewal, how each time a
door closes a new opportunity presents itself,
whilst Days Like These deals with how life’s
hardships can alter our perceptions. The EP’s
closing track, Just Need Your Love tells of

While growing up River Child would listen
attentively to his father playing a whole mix of
guitar styles ranging from Jimi Hendrix style
blues and Dylan tracks through to classical
guitar pieces. Eventually the inevitable
happened and an inspired River Child
picked up the guitar himself. Initially
motivated by mainstream Britpop artists such
as Oasis and The Verve, he soon gravitated
towards more folk/acoustic influences as his
songwriting took off, gaining inspiration from
artists like Neil Young and Simon & Garfunkel
for his composition whilst Van Morrison and
Paul Simon shaped his vocal style.
Although always soaking up the creativity in
the world around him - be it art, film theatre or
music, River Child has also had as stint in
the ring as a boxer. However, focusing on
music now acts as his main outlet.
There are gigs being planned for
spring/summer 2015 where River Child will
be performing the EP with more tracks set to
appear on his upcoming album later this year.
For more details please visit his website.
Relevant Links:
www.riverchildmusic.com
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